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Bio-Medical

Ex Vivo Growth of Bioengineered Ligaments and Other Tissues
Lifelike mechanical loads cause cell cultures to grow into lifelike structures.
Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas

A method of growing bioengineered
tissues for use in surgical replacement of
damaged anterior cruciate ligaments has
been invented. An anterior cruciate liga-
ment is one of two ligaments (the other
being the posterior cruciate ligament)
that cross in the middle of a knee joint
and act to prevent the bones in the knee
from sliding forward and backward rela-
tive to each other. Anterior cruciate liga-

ments are frequently torn in sports in-
juries and traffic accidents, resulting in
pain and severe limitations on mobility.
By making it possible to grow replace-
ment anterior cruciate ligaments that
structurally and functionally resemble
natural ones more closely than do totally
synthetic replacements, the method
could create new opportunities for full
or nearly full restoration of functionality

in injured knees. The method is also
adaptable to the growth of bioengi-
neered replacements for other liga-
ments (e.g., other knee ligaments as well
as those in the hands, wrists, and elbows)
and to the production of tissues other
than ligaments, including cartilage,
bones, muscles, and blood vessels.

The method is based on the finding
that the histomorphological properties
of a bioengineered tissue grown in vitro
from pluripotent cells within a matrix
are affected by the direct application of
mechanical force to the matrix during
growth generation. This finding pro-
vides important new insights into the re-
lationships among mechanical stress,
biochemical and cell-immobilization
methods, and cell differentiation, and is
applicable to the production of the vari-
ety of tissues mentioned above. More-
over, this finding can be generalized to
nonmechanical (e.g., chemical and elec-
tromagnetic) stimuli that are experi-
enced in vivo by tissues of interest and,
hence, the method can be modified to
incorporate such stimuli in the ex vivo
growth of replacements for the various
tissues mentioned above.

In this method, a three-dimensional
matrix made of a suitable material is
seeded with pluripotent stem cells. The
patient’s bone-marrow stromal cells are
preferably used as the pluripotent cells
in this method. Suitable matrix materials
are materials to which cells can adhere
— for example, collagen type I. The
seeded matrix is attached to anchors at
opposite ends and then the cells in the
matrix are cultured under conditions ap-
propriate for the growth and regenera-
tion of cells. Suitable anchor materials
are materials to which the matrix can at-
tach; examples include demineralized
bone and Goinopra coral that has been
treated to convert its calcium carbonate
to calcium phosphate.

During the growth process, the matrix
is subjected to a combination of tension,
compression, torsion, and shear stresses
via movement of one or both of the an-
chors. The figure depicts the combina-
tion of (1) a bioreactor tube within
which the growth process takes place

The Anchor Mounts Inside the Bioreactor Tube are rotated and translated by two stepping-motor-
driven mechanisms during growth of a cell culture in a matrix attached to the anchor mounts. The
motions impose stresses like those experienced by the cells in vivo.
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and (2) an apparatus that operates
under computer control to generate the
required motions. Optimally, the stresses
should mimic those to which the ante-
rior cruciate ligament is subjected in vivo
during normal activity. The bioengi-
neered ligament produced by this
method is characterized by a cellular ori-
entation and/or matrix crimp pattern in
the direction of the applied mechanical
forces, and by the production of colla-
gen type I, collagen type III, and fi-

bronectin proteins along the axis of me-
chanical loading. Optimally, the liga-
ment thus produced contains fiber bun-
dles arranged in a helical pattern.

This work was done by Gregory Altman,
David L. Kaplan, Ivan Martin, and Gor-
dana Vunjak-Novakovic of Massachusetts In-
stitute of Technology for Johnson Space
Center.
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A device built around a pair of elec-
tronic shutters has been demonstrated
to be effective as a prototype of strobo-
scopic goggles or eyeglasses for prevent-
ing or reducing motion sickness. The
momentary opening of the shutters
helps to suppress a phenomenon that is
known in the art as retinal slip and is de-
scribed more fully below.

While a number of different environ-
mental factors can induce motion sick-
ness, a common factor associated with
every known motion environment is sen-
sory confusion or sensory mismatch. Mo-
tion sickness is a product of misinforma-
tion arriving at a central point in the
nervous system from the senses from
which one determines one’s spatial ori-
entation. When information from the
eyes, ears, joints, and pressure receptors
are all in agreement as to one’s orienta-
tion, there is no motion sickness. When
one or more sensory input(s) to the

brain is not expected, or conflicts with
what is anticipated, the end product is
motion sickness.

Normally, an observer’s eye moves,
compensating for the anticipated effect
of motion, in such a manner that the
image of an object moving relatively to
an observer is held stationary on the
retina. In almost every known environ-
ment that induces motion sickness, a
change in the gain (in the signal-pro-
cessing sense of “gain”) of the vestibular
system causes the motion of the eye to
fail to hold images stationary on the
retina, and the resulting motion of the
images is termed retinal slip.

The present concept of stroboscopic
goggles or eyeglasses (see figure) is
based on the proposition that preven-
tion of retinal slip, and hence, the pre-
vention of sensory mismatch, can be ex-
pected to reduce the tendency toward
motion sickness. A device according to

this concept helps to prevent retinal slip
by providing snapshots of the visual en-
vironment through electronic shutters
that are brief enough that each snap-
shot freezes the image on each retina.
The exposure time for each snapshot is
less than 5 ms. In the event that a higher
rate of strobing is necessary for ade-
quate viewing of the changing scene
during rapid head movements, the rate
of strobing (but not the exposure time)
can be controlled in response to the
readings of rate-of-rotation sensors at-
tached to the device.

The shutters are compact, fast-acting,
low-voltage, low-current liquid-crystal
display devices of the polymer-dispersed
liquid-crystal type. The shutters are in-
stalled in the lens spaces in the goggle or
eyeglass frame. Sensors that measure the
rates of rotation about the yaw and pitch
axis are attached to the frame. Also in-
cluded is a controller unit that contains
a low-frequency oscillator and a switch-
able driver that receives the rotation-sen-
sor readings. As now envisioned, a user
of a production version of the device
could select any of at least four basic
modes of operation:
• Mode 1: The device would be turned

off.
• Mode 2: The shutters would be held

transparent, allowing ordinary vision.
• Mode 3: The shutters would open at a

standard stroboscopic flash rate of 4
Hz.

• Mode 4: The flash rate would be ad-
justed according to the sensed rates of
rotation. The maximum flash rate
would be 40 Hz.
The standard flash rate of 4 Hz was

chosen partly on the basis of effective-
ness in suppressing motion sickness and

Stroboscopic Goggles for Reduction of Motion Sickness
The view is presented to wearer in snapshots to suppress retinal slip.
Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas

A Pair of Goggles or Eyeglasses contains electronic shutters in place of or in addition to lenses. The
shutters can be strobed at either a constant rate or a rate that depends on the rates of yaw and pitch
of the wearer’s head.
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